TEMPLATE FOR ESTABLISHMENT OF A HABITAT PARTNER UNIVERSITY INITIATIVE HUB

PART A: Description

1. Name of Hub:

2. Thematic Priority: delete/keep as relevant
   - Better urban planning and design for a rapidly urbanizing world. Participatory planning processes encompassing youth, gender and social equity, inclusion and its key role in sustainable urban development.
   - Risk reduction and rehabilitation, promoting resilient cities: mitigation and adaptation of cities to climate change; prevention, protection, response and recovery from natural and human induced disasters
   - Urban Economy and livelihoods. Decoupling economic development in cities from resource consumption
   - Urban land, legislation and good governance for future cities
   - Urban basic services in a flexible and adaptive urban infrastructure. Integrated transport and spatial planning for sustainable mobility; integrated urban resource management such as waste, energy, water, materials
   - Slum upgrading, affordable housing and public space.

3. Short description of Hub:
   What:
   Why:
   Who:
   How:

3. Linkages to HPUI Pillars
   Education:
   Research:
   Professional Development:
   Policy Advice:
   Knowledge Management:

4. Possible linkages to UN-Habitat projects/partners:
PART B: Output

1. Description of output:
   a.
   b.
   c.
   ...

2. Frequency of output:

3. Expected accomplishments at end of term (seventh forum in 2014/Habitat III 2016):

PART C: Governance

1. Proposed Hub Coordinator:

2. Hub Committee: Involved Institutions/Individuals (regional balance), kindly include emails.
   › Africa:
   › Arab States:
   › Asia-Pacific:
   › Latin America:
   › Caribbean:
   › United States:
   › Canada:
   › Europe:

3. Other involved individual members (regional and gender balance), kindly include country and emails: